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"my reflections also turn to the strength of the human
spirit and the resiliency and commitment that has been

demonstrated in so many ways within our agency." 
 
 

Each year, the assembly of our Annual General Report allows our agency to pause and acknowledge the many things that have been achieved in a year.
Perhaps not unlike many others, I have recently found that my moments of reflection extend further than the past few days, weeks, or months, but back to
2020 when we would come up against a challenge that seemingly no one was prepared for. While the intervening years have presented obstacles of their

own, both around the world and closer to home, my reflections also turn to the strength of the human spirit and the unwavering resiliency and commitment
that has been demonstrated in so many ways within our agency. While we continue to pivot, shift and adapt to changing circumstances and the needs of

those we serve, one thing that comes through loud and clear is that we continue to remain true to the basics of our service delivery. Put in the simplest of
terms, Catulpa’s core purpose is to “help” people. As I reflect on this, it is with sincere gratitude that I acknowledge each Board Member and Staff Person for

their contributions in making this happen. 
 

As we continue to navigate a world that has been forever changed, helping others remains our guiding light and our core purpose. I hope that you will see
within the pages of this Annual General Report our commitment to this very basic principle and the outstanding outcomes it has resulted in for those we

have the privilege to serve. 

Karen Hirstwood
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Executive Director, Catulpa Community Support Services 



"People make all the difference"

Heather Sperdakos
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As we reset the stage after yet another year of unprecedented circumstances, Catulpa continues to be guided by the core belief that people make
all the difference, and that values-driven services built on the strengths and uniqueness of the people we serve make positive change possible.

 
As Chair of the Board of Directors, I want to thank each and every person served, staff member, board member and community partner for making a

difference. You are the heartbeat of the Catulpa Community.

Chair, Board of Directors, Catulpa Community Support Services 
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We acknowledge the values and diversity of people who participate in
our service
We believe everyone is entitled to a non-abusive, safe environment
We respect a client’s right to confidentiality
We respect the informed decisions of people who participate in our
services 
We respect their right to choose and decide
We believe in providing a range of services which are responsive and
accountable to the community
We acknowledge ethnic, economic, and cultural differences in our
communities
We support social growth, development, and advocacy
We build our services on the strengths and uniqueness of each client
We provide services based on the belief that change is possible
We work in partnership with clients to incorporate their experiences and
direction into program planning
We deliver services in a collaborative and coordinated manner with our
community partners

OUR VALUES 

Catulpa Community  Support Services

Improving the lives of people with special or
unique needs by engaging and advocating for
essential community services and supports.

OUR MISSION

Our vision for the future encompasses a community
where the people we serve are recognized and
valued as contributing members of their community
and are fully integrated into the activities of their
communities. They have a variety of meaningful
relationships, hopes, and dreams for the future.

OUR VISION



Improving the wholistic lives
of people with special or
unique needs balanced with
the human and financial
resources invested.
- Global Agency End Statement 
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Have access to the services they require

Be included in community social and recreational
activities of their choice

Engage in self-advocacy related to achieving their
personal needs and priorities

Balanced with the human and financial resources
invested, the people with special or unique needs served
by Catulpa will:
 

Global Agency
Ends Priorities 



OUR GOALS CAN ONLY BE REACHED THROUGH
THE VEHICLE OF A PLAN 

Strategic Planning 
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Develop early intervention, and collaboration pathways internally and externally
Align staff compensation to the increasing complexity of the necessary skill set 
Implementation of Coaching, Performance, and Training Model

Explore alternative ways to provide social opportunities and information about the community
Develop a culture of collaboration and knowledge internally and externally 

Embed self-advocacy skills as a fundamental framework for programs 
Build on self- advocacy tools to provide realistic examples and access 

Access

Inclusion

Self-Advocacy

Strategic Planning 
In 2019 Catulpa Community Support Services renewed its strategic planning process and developed its Strategic
Plan 2019-2023 in alignment with the agency's Mission, Vision, and Values. The Strategic Priorities of this plan
include Access (The people with special or unique needs served by Catulpa will have increased access to the
services they require), Inclusion (The people with special or unique needs served by Catulpa will be included in the
community, social and recreational activities of their choice), and Self-Advocacy (The people with special or
unique needs served by Catulpa will engage in self-advocacy related to achieving their personal needs and
priorities). 

2021-2022 Strategic Goals 

Working groups have developed actionable plans to
achieve many of the goals outlined and remain
engaged in those still in progress

In tandem with the completion of our 2021-2022
objectives, three additional strategic goals have
been identified and working groups will soon
assemble to undertake the step planning process 

As we work toward the completion of the final goals,
the agency will initiate planning for the 2023 - 2026
Strategic Plan



SUCCESS IS BEST WHEN 
IT'S SHARED

Program Highlights
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36 Individuals were served through
Intensive Service Coordination
between 2021-2022

4 Individuals were presented at
Regional Case Resolution and all
were approved and endorsed 

34% Female

64% Male

Gender breakdown of individuals served 

ISC continues to provide consultation to external agencies and within Catulpa to help navigate the service system
when a child or youth with complex needs experiences barriers or gaps in having their support needs met. This
process includes enhanced coordination of services through case conferencing and the development of an
integrated service plan. In addition, ISC has continued to facilitate referrals for children, youth, their families, and their
care teams for regional resources (respite and residential needs) and/or provincial resources (CPRI treatment
requests) as needed. Referrals to the Regional Service Resolution process are supported when all local and regional
resources are exhausted.

Intensive Service Coordination (ISC)
Supports Simcoe County parents and caregivers of children and youth with multiple or complex needs and who
have exhausted local services or are experiencing barriers or gaps in the services they require. 
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Ontario Autism Program Foundational
Family Services 
This program offers needs-based services and supports to individuals registered with the Ontario Autism Program
(OAP). The team provides families with brief consultation services and virtual workshops to support access to
resources, referrals, and funding options. 

Collaborated with marketing agency to develop updated workshop presentation templates 
Engaged digital agency to create a reconciliation how-to video to be included in upcoming webinars
Developed 5 new webinars (All About Me, Community Summer Fun, Transitions Mini-Series – Daycare,
Elementary and High School) to be presented over Summer into Fall
Leveraged technology to simplify the registration process, enhance workshop exposure and promote future
programming 
Collaborated with Social Recreation Program to deliver youth make-and-take kits and identify other engagement
opportunities 
Worked in collaboration with the Communications Manager to develop a dynamic 2022 social media campaign
designed to generate added exposure for the program and to reach new program participants 

2021 - 2022 Highlights 

128 unique families
have been served this
year via virtual
workshops 

58 unique families
have been served
this year via brief
consultation
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Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Initiative 
The Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) Initiative works to raise awareness regarding the services that
support the prevention, screening, and diagnosis of FASD within the community. The Initiative promotes
collaboration amongst families, caregivers, and service providers to deliver evidence-based support for individuals
with FASD and their families.

Increased FASD community partnerships by connecting and inviting others to learn more about FASD
Saw the existing Diagnostic Clinic pilot project receive permanent funding via a partnership between Waypoint
and McKenzie Health
Coordinated and offered 12 FASD Caregiver Support Groups and enhanced the resource library for families
Enhanced community awareness and further strengthened community partnerships. Recent presentations
included an invitation from the Georgian College Social Service Worker Program, which helps to build capacity
with our future Social Service Workers. The team has since begun offering presentations to other college
programs in CYW and DSW
FASD training has expanded in the community with presentations being offered more broadly (211, Lakehead
University, etc.)

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Key Services & Support Program
FASD Key Services and Support (KSS) is now a well-established service in Simcoe County and York Region that
assists many caregivers with FASD education and navigating relevant resources and linkages to appropriate FASD-
informed services. 

Supported the development of the York Region FASD Champions Group to provide training with community
partners in York
Developed a creative FASD awareness campaign and toolkit for FASD Awareness Month in September
Continued to consult with partnering agencies and internal agency programs offering an FASD perspective to
discussions. KSS has offered virtual presentations on their role to a number of community partners, in particular
with both local school boards, the Barrie Community Health Center, SMFC, doctors, and the Adoption Council of
Ontario, to name only a few
Received the 4th cycle of grant funding from Health Nexus for the coordination of caregiver support groups in
both York and Simcoe, and hosted 12 caregiver support sessions with this funding
Participated in an FASD podcast with Robbie Seale of FASD Family Life. The podcast was posted on the agency's
social media sites and received excellent feedback

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD)
Key Services & Support Program

In partnership with the Barrie Community Health Center, the KSS team facilitated a 6-week series on life skills
development and well-being for 8 youth with FASD
In December 2021, KSS Coordination presented at the Ottawa FASD Symposium on FASD and Mindset. The
presentation was well-received 
The KSS team was able to support a number of families with activity kits developed by a Recreational Therapist
to keep children and youth engaged in creative activities and virtual games during the Pandemic
Participated in virtual trauma-informed care training presented by McKenzie Health - Center for Behavioral Health
Sciences

2021 - 2022 Highlights Continued 

117 Unique families were served by
the program between April

2021 - March 2022 
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Adult Protective Service Worker Program
Provides core program support and advocacy for individuals working on personal goals related to housing,
employment, finances, health, and community participation.

176 individuals were supported by the core APSW program this past year
138 resource day appointments were provided to individuals and families
100 individuals were supported by the Short-Term Stabilization, Adult Protective Service Worker Program
462 goals were identified this past year
The Adult Protective Service Workers supported clients with involvement in technology training and craft projects
that were offered through the Catulpa Social Recreation Project. The team is currently exploring options to
expand programming and to enhance engagement through life skills courses, social groups and to arrange
monthly gatherings at the movies, bowling or other community activities

2021 - 2022 Highlights 

138176
Individuals were supported
by the core APSW program

this past year

Resource Day appointments
were provided to individuals

and families

100
Individuals were supported by
the Short-Term Stabilization,

Adult Protective Service Worker
Program

414
Individuals were supported in
total by the Adult Protective

Service Worker Program
between 2021-2022
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Community Action Program For Children
-Canadian Prenatal Nutrition Program
The Simcoe County Community Action Program For Children (CAPC) and Canada Prenatal Nutrition Program
(CPNP) provide programs for Simcoe County residents who live on a significantly limited income and are pregnant
or have children 0-6. In 2021 – 2022, programs were offered online at multiple times during the week, and in
community gardens and parks when possible. Services noted below are offered under the CAPC and CPNP
umbrella and are descriptive of the participants' needs.

MotherCare programs were provided to 95 prenatal individuals 
Next Step programs for families with children 0-3 were provided to 215 adults and 248 children
Other CAPC programs, such as Children’s Activities, Chop and Chat, and the Coming Together program in partnership
with the EarlyOn Indigenous Facilitator were provided to 228 adults and 373 children 
Worked in collaboration with the Communications Department to develop a dynamic, multi-platform marketing
campaign between October and December of 2021. Between July 2021 and December 2021, the team fielded 175 calls
from previous or prospective program participants. 44% of these intakes were done in October and November when the
advertising campaign was strongest. 107 of the 175 intake screenings (61%) resulted in a new or updated RPIF
Overall, CAPC programs saw a 34% increase in weekly participant engagement between 2021-2022 
The Caja Home Garden Program continues to strengthen diverse community partnerships (including local Indigenous
groups and retirement homes). In 2021, over 125 at-home garden kits were distributed 
 The online service delivery model has enabled the Children’s Team to expand how and when programs are delivered.
New programs included a monthly activity kit and bedtime stories which have seen great engagement and participation

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Community Action Program For Children
-Canadian Prenatal Nutrition Program

Over 600 children's activity kits were provided for pick-up or delivery with supplies for coordinated children’s
activities, such as crafts, books, etc. 
The team continues to provide enhanced programs through strong partnerships with EarlyOn, the County of
Simcoe LEAP Program, the Simcoe Muskoka District Public Health Unit, New Path, Bradford Immigrant and
Community Services, and many more 
The program also undertook a comprehensive program participant survey. Highlights included: 

Among prenatal participant survey respondents 
100% of respondents were satisfied with programs
89% reported increased access to healthy foods because of CPNP

Among gardening participant survey respondents:
98% of respondents and 95% of children were reported to have enjoyed the garden
95% of respondents reported a positive impact on their food supply

In the overall program survey respondents:
99% of parents reported their child enjoyed attending programs
97% of parents reported being satisfied with the program 
92% of parents reported that their child developed new skills because of programs
90% of parents reported having increased access to healthy foods because of programs

2021 - 2022 Highlights Continued 
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Catulpa Direct Funding Services 
Supports the Adult Respite Funding and Passport Program.

Adult Respite Funding and the Passport Program are
direct funding programs that support individuals in
engaging in community participation activities and
those who live with family, to access respite support.
The Direct Support Facilitator assists in finding a direct
support provider to support these activities. 
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The Passport Program 
The Passport Program helps any adult who is eligible for developmental services and supports funded by the
Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services, including young adults who are 18 years of age and still in
school, to take part in their communities.

The temporary guidelines introduced during COVID-19 continue to allow clients access to technology and other
items to connect virtually to their communities. The Passport team has been keeping up on the increased
amount of invoices to be processed efficiently
The Passport team has grown with several new staff joining the program over the past year. This has built on the
stellar support and customer service already provided by the team
PassportONE introduced a new funding enhancement as the wage enhancement program came to a close at the
end of June 2022. The Passport team was able to effectively onboard all new clients and inform existing clients
of this increase and how to access it with minimal interruption to client services

2021 - 2022 Highlights 

“Without the support of the Passport Program and funding, I
would not be able to provide my sister the support and quality of
life she has been missing for so long!”

“My son looks forward to going to his programming every day now. I
have not seen him smile like this for many months. Without the Passport
Program, there is no way we could afford this for him. We are forever
grateful.”

2,543
Active Passport

clients 

18,549
Invoices have

been processed 
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Coordinated Service Planning
Allows families, children, and youth with complex special needs to have a single coordinated service plan under the
guidance of a planner. This process enables all Service Providers to work toward a set of common goals.
Coordinated Service Providers connect families with mentors, refer them to diagnostic services, establish teams of
support to meet the family’s needs, and support them in achieving their goals. 

This year, the Service Planning Coordinator continued to provide virtual service, including case conferencing,
school meetings, and Coordinated Service Planning meetings for children, youth, and their families
The Service Planning Coordinators have also provided children and youth with multiple activity kits throughout
the year. These kits are designed to help keep children and youth entertained and engaged with new and novel
activities, including cookie decorating, winter bird feeders, and summer-themed activities. To date, these kits
have been well received by the children, youth, and their families

2021 - 2022 Highlights 

93 Individuals were supported through the
program between 2021-2022 
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WrapAround Process 
Provides a holistic service to families wishing to engage in a year-long journey of discovery and change. There are
three certified WrapAround Facilitators, including a Facilitator able to offer an Indigenous approach for those
families connecting with their Indigenous culture. The WrapAround process focuses on responding to the needs of
children, youth, and families by creating stronger foundations of support. It ensures that all participants have a
voice in decisions about their futures through access to services that are culturally appropriate and family-centric.

Maintained a longstanding membership with WrapAround Ontario and Wrap Canada
Collaborated on the development of the new Wrap Canada website soon to be launched
Offered community presentations and have remained trainers and coaches with the Wrap Canada Training
Institute. Also assisted with the revamping of virtual Wrap Canada training material
Became a member of the Francophone Family Services Initiative, providing quick resources in French to
francophone families in Simcoe County
Maintained participation on local community committees involved in poverty reduction, housing, child well-being,
human trafficking, situation tables, and more
Provided activity kits and activities to families throughout the Pandemic (developed by a Recreational Therapist)
Hosted WrapAround Ontario sessions discussing how to best meet the needs of families during the Pandemic 
Met with new WrapAround Facilitators initiating the process in the North West Territories
108 children and youth and 68 families were served through WrapAround between 2021-2022 
79% of goals were achieved or remain in progress with WrapAround 
64% of families closed their protection files with CAS during the WrapAround process between 2021-2022 

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Family Resource Program (FRW)
Working alongside children and youth with developmental needs and their families, the Family Resource Program
extends support by being available when needed, helping to identify the goals of these families, and assisting to
navigate access to resources. The Family Resource Worker provides a range of interventions including hosting
and/or attending case conferences and individual meetings, assisting in making referrals, supporting social
advocacy, and providing day-to-day assistance in problem-solving and emotional support.

Coordinated and delivered 140 activity kits created by a Recreational Therapist during the Pandemic
Creatively sought out activities to assist families during the Pandemic, problem-solved at-home learning needs
with families, and kept families informed of COVID-related news and public health updates
Collaborated with the Public Health Unit to set up vaccine clinics for those who needed extra support to obtain
their vaccines
Offered coffee chats, virtual support, Sib Shops, and caregiver sessions on collaborative problem-solving in
collaboration with Think: Kids and internet and gaming safety in partnership with the Child Psychology Institute
Developed a caregiver tool kit containing Pandemic supports 
Remained an active and consistent partner in the Youth Mental Health Hub in partnership with Waypoint Mental
Health
Remained a member of the Special Education Advisory Committee and various other committees
Currently developing pathways document for early intervention to the FRW program and from the FRW program
to the DSO as a helpful document for families and/or service providers to answer any possible questions

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Children's Respite Program 
This service promotes opportunities for children and youth to live actively and participate in community activities.
It allows parents and guardians a time of renewal and the child an opportunity to spend time with others. Respite
care can be arranged in the family home, care provider home, or in a community setting. The Children’s Respite
Coordinator assists with the development of a personalized and flexible family respite plan that is responsive to
everyone’s needs. Information about local respite care providers, resources, and options are shared with families. 

128 Children and youth
were served between

2021-2022
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Regional Complex Case Management 
A comprehensive case management model provides an ongoing relationship with children and families. Complex
Special Needs Funding is provided by the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services for children and youth
(0-18 years of age) with exceptionally complex special needs and for whom local supports and services have been
exhausted. Regional Complex Care Case Managers engage in ongoing evaluation and adaptation of the individual’s
service plan to ensure that evolving needs continue to be met. 

Community partnerships are essential to creating collaboration across the Central and East Regions. Key
partners often include Intensive Service Coordinators, OPR providers, the Center for Behavioural Health Sciences,
Lakeridge Community Support Services, the Safehaven Project for Community Living, LHINs (now known as
Home and Community Care Support Services), respite providers, mental health agencies, child protection
agencies, local cultural community-based agencies and the Board of Education. Other resources may include
interpreters, assessments, and counseling in order to support individual needs

136 Individuals received support in the Central and East regions between 2021-2022 
87 individuals received out-of-home supported living support between 2021-2022 
69 individuals received in-home support between 2021-2022
22 individuals were newly supported between 2021-2022
28 individuals were supported to transition to adult services or other community resources between 2021-
-2022 

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Local Team Facilitator Program 
The Local Team Facilitator program connects people, purpose, and passion to promote inclusion and participation of
children and youth with special needs. Local Team Facilitators (LTFs) promote strong relationships between families,
service providers, and communities. 

Facilitated virtual Sib Shop workshop for siblings of children and youth with diverse needs
Maintained Solution-Focused Coaching (SFC) Committee involvement and developed SFC materials for network
partners
Developed Community Corner Newsletter for community and parent resource sharing
Hosted a network-wide Lunch N' Learn facilitated by the Triple P Program 
Hosted virtual holiday event for youth and children
Coordinated Orillia and Barrie site orientations for service providers using sites 
Coordinated Orillia and Barrie site inspections for health and safety 
Certified in Trauma Informed Training – Alberta Family Wellness Institute - The Brain Story 
Acted as Co-chair for the Orillia Compass Committee 
Acted as Co-chair for Orillia Network Committees

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Crisis Response & Urgent Response 
Referral to the Crisis Response or Urgent Response Program is facilitated through Developmental Services Ontario
(DSO) and there is no waitlist for contact with a worker. Catulpa works closely with community partners all over
Simcoe County to ensure planning and connections can be made to agencies that can support individual needs.
Responses to an individual's needs are personal and inclusive, and where possible, where the referred client is in
attendance. 

Crisis Response and Urgent Response have both been quite busy supporting Simcoe County over the past year.
The community has required unique and innovative responses to the growing number of support needs. These
include a significant increase in clients requiring housing and who are homeless or facing homelessness, clients
requiring admission to group living environments and more inclusive activities, along with clients requiring day
programs or respite

2021 - 2022 Highlights 

30 Individuals have been served through
Crisis Response between 2021-2022
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Crisis Response & Urgent Response 
Urgent Response Case Management has been exceptionally busy and responsive to the more intensive needs of
clients who require advocacy, advice, patience, and knowledge of how the Developmental Sector supports
clients, making referrals to specialized services, and accessing unique funding to support clients in their own way

Individuals facing homelessness, in rural areas, with no support or financial means - Catulpa Crisis
supported connections to DSO, ODSP, and Passport funding to allow for support for clients. Connections to
the food bank, legal services, and basic needs such as running water and hydro were also completed. Clients
are now housed, supported by the Catulpa Adult Protective Service Worker Program (APSW), and thriving

Individuals leaving Waypoint but with no plan or supports in the community - Referrals made to appropriate
resources for the individual and location secured for the transition out of long-term admission in the hospital
to a community location

Successfully connected clients facing legal charges with appropriate specialized services, leading to less
vulnerable clients being incarcerated 

89 Individuals have been served through
Urgent Response between 2021-2022 61 Individuals are currently receiving

Urgent Response Case Management 



Quality Assurance

QUALITY IS NOT AN ACT, 
IT IS A HABIT 
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Quality Assurance
Provides oversight and guidance to evaluation and tracking strategies across the agency to ensure these are aligned
with the agency's Mission, Vision, and Values, Ministry service descriptions, and applicable legislative requirements. 
The Quality Assurance Department currently includes records (client file systems: Docushare/EMHware), internal
training, Quality Assurance Measures (QAM), compliance auditing with residential providers, agency data and
evaluation (service delivery data, program evaluation, file audit), policy development, and Accreditation lead. 

Records 
The past year has seen significant changes to records activities at Catulpa Community Support Services.
Some of the highlights include:

The creation of a centralized Records Department, with designated staff
The purchase and implementation of a secure, cloud-based electronic database for client documents
A review and update of Catulpa Policies and Procedures to ensure these are in accordance with
legislation and regulatory requirements
The transition from paper to electronic records systems

Internal Training 
Face-to-face training with staff has resumed for First Aid/CPR and Crisis Prevention Intervention (CPI). 
 Training sessions will be held primarily at the Orillia and/or Barrie office sites

2021 - 2022 Highlights 
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Quality Assurance 

Quality Assurance Measures (QAM)
The QAM portion of the department continues to grow with increasing numbers of persons served and
correspondingly, more than 50 residential providers

Agency & Data Evaluation
The ability to measure service outcomes and demonstrate accountability are areas we continue to enhance 

Service delivery reports demonstrate goal status and achievements documented in service plans
Monitoring reports demonstrate the level and nature of contact with persons served
Audit reports demonstrate adherence to agency and compliance standards

Policy Development
As part of policy review and updates, documentation is being formatted into a knowledge base to allow
policies to be searchable by keyword. An external consultant is leading this work in consultation with the
Quality Assurance Department 
An internal Policy Committee has been established and will begin to convene in the Fall. This Committee
intends to have a regular review of all policies with input and discussion at all levels of the agency 

Accreditation
We are nearing our next Accreditation review from FOCUS. Compilation of our documentation is underway
with Accreditation Leads meeting with each program team to review standards and gather evidence for how
we are meeting these. The Manager of Quality Assurance is meeting with Management and Leadership team
members to gather evidence from agency operations. Our next validation will be in January 2023

2021 - 2022 Highlights Continued 



EVERYTHING WE DO COUNTS

Financial Analysis
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94.58%
Ministry of Children,

Community & Social Services

1.83%
The Public Health Agency of

Canada 

1.23%
The County of Simcoe

1.23%
Children's Treatment Network

of Simcoe York

0.81%
Kinark Child and Family

Services

0.27%
The FASD Initiative

0.05%
Donations

Funding
Sources

Catulpa gratefully
acknowledges each funder
and their confidence in our

service delivery
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The agency operates efficiently
from a central administration cost
perspective and as a result, 96.3%
of funding is directed to service
delivery costs.

Central
Administration
Vs. Service
Delivery 

Service Delivery
96.3%

Central Administration
3.7%
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Third-Party Financial Audit 
In 2021, the Agency engaged a third party to facilitate a financial audit. The
findings of the audit present fairly and as a result, a clean audit was
achieved. In all material respects, the financial position of the organization as
of March 31st, 2022, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the year ended in accordance with the financial reporting provisions in the
Transfer Payment Operating Funds - Basis of Accounting established by the
Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services. The Board of Directors
approved the audited financial statements on May 30th, 2022. 



EVERY ACCOMPLISHMENT STARTS WITH
THE DECISION TO TRY

Staff Awards
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Each year, Catulpa Community Support Services recognizes the outstanding efforts of individuals
working within the agency through a host of different awards. Despite navigating the ongoing
impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic, all of our staff members have maintained an unwavering
dedication to the individuals and families they serve, and have demonstrated perseverance, poise,
and optimism in the face of uncertainty. We are privileged to work with passionate individuals who
strive to exemplify our Mission, Vision, and Values in all that they do. Please join us in
congratulating our award and bursary recipients and all those who have contributed to the success
of the agency at large. 
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Nancy Wright 
(The Board Award) 

Nickey Walsh
(Margaret Gallow Spirit Award)

Simcoe Muskoka Public Health Unit 
(Environmental Health Unit) 
(Partnership Award)

Mahendra Patel
(Poste Bursary Award)

Congratulations To Our 
Award & Bursary Recipients 



IMPROVING THE LIVES OF PEOPLE WITH
SPECIAL OR UNIQUE NEEDS 

Thank You 


